DFOSY - Satellite Activity Report of the Amateur Radio Club Schifferstadt K38

Date: 14. September 2019
Locator: JN49EJ
At the QTH of: Leo DO1PLH
Operator: Nino DL3IAS

Result: 21 QSO in SSB and 5 DXCC (DL, OK, OM, PA and TF)
Photo Impressions (Part 1)

Ready for transportation

The POTY (Patch of the Year) Feed

Quick and dirty build:
The homemade bias tee

Circuit diagram of the bias tee

Up-converter and WIFI PA

WIFI PA, Feed and LNB
Photo Impressions (Part 2)

The complete Antenna set-up
Photo Impressions (Part 3)

Calling Major Tom? At the operators site....

Thanks for the QSOs and hope to hear you all again via satellite!